22nd November 2007

Dear Andrew,
Thank you for allowing us to work with your girls. I am so pleased they really warmed to the
event and certainly responded very enthusiastically. Their comments are positive and I am
exceptionally proud of how it all went:
Workshop Title:

Poor

good

very good

excellent

% who thought the workshop
was either very good or

excellent.
Style File

0%

5%

29%

66%

Get the Look
Right
Stop I Don’t Like It

0%

2%

12%

86%

0%

2%

12%

86%

Friends Forever

0%

2%

14%

84%%

Love The Skin
You’re In

0%

2%

8%

90%

95%
98%
98%
98%
98%

Would you recommend this program to other students?
No – 0%
Yes – 100% (2 said “Hell, yes!”) many said YES loads of times. ☺
As you may have noticed during the closing session, the girls also took the time to write quite
lengthy comments. For reserved girls, they had so many wonderful, positive things to say:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All of it was amazing and life changing, I totally enjoyed it. You have inspired me to trust
in myself and love the way I am as I am a beautiful person inside and out. Everyone is
unique and we should treat them as equals. Khodi Rae
What a wonderful experience! ☺ I loved it when we talked about how words affect us
at it was so true. We need to be strong and we are powerful, and truly, we are
beautiful. Victoria
It was o good, I learnt so much stuff, you are all so kool and showed us u don‘t have to
be beautiful 2 feel good about yourself. Hannah
I loved it, thank you so much. I learnt I am a warrior, I should stop comparing myself to
others and not hide myself. I shouldn’t worry so much about my weight. Anon.
Great day! I loved the make up with Mel as she taught me most photos are air brushed,
and I learnt that people think more of me than I thought they did. Brooke
I feel so good about myself after this! I loved it! I learnt I am beautiful, I have good
friends and that people love me for who I am. Cassie
I thought it would be a gay workshop but you are great! I felt like I HAD TO LISTEN and I
loved it. I like myself. ☺ Kate
Just be yourself, all of it was really good and informative. Some parts were so exciting!
Kathryn
Get the Look Right showed me how to enhance my features rather than cover up. I
think Danni is amazing as what she is doing is really great and she really cares for us and
shows us how special we are. Staci
WOW!!! It was better than I expected, my expectations were so high but you exceeded
them SOOOOO much! All of it was personal, you connected with us and allowed us to
connect with each other. Jacque Wallis

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Finding out what other girls thought really tied it all together, girls aren’t all bitchy; don’t
follow stereotypes as they are not al real, we are all unique and different. I love you.
Annalese
I loved Love the Skin because it made me happy knowing lots of people love me for
who I am and I don’t need to change. Thank you. Rachelle
Love the Skin showed me I am beautiful just the way I am. Thank you for coming as you
have helped me so much with my confidence and showed me that I am an Amazon
Warrior! Danielle
You showed me to stop hiding behind a mask of make up and love who I am and be
strong and to stop comparing myself to models. I loved it all. Anon.
It helped me understand women’s beauty and I loved it when people said nice things
about me as it made me feel good about myself. Amelia
When we made the singlets (to show we can be creative and not just fashion clones)
ours was awesomely awesome! My name is Sam and I KNOW YOU LOVE ME! Sam
I want to do it again! Love who you are, don’t say you are ugly or anything, don’t
gossip. Lucie
I loved Forever Friends as I felt so good about myself and felt so special that everyone
cared about me, you don’t have to be beautiful for people to like you. Tyler
I would like to thank you for coming to my school, I had a better than great day. Eve
I loved learning that we should value and accept ourselves, I learnt so much today and
you have inspired me to be a better me by accepting myself, believing in myself and
having self respect. Hannah
Yes, yes, yes, yes…It was AMAZING! I am beautiful and guess what? Everyone else is
going through this too. I am not alone! I think there is an Amazon inside me ….Kathleen
I now know even the “popular” and “hot” girls feel insecure about themselves too so
we should all stop being scared and love how we look. It was great. Loved it. Erin
I though today would be someone just getting up and telling us how we should be and
what we should look like BUT Danni is awesome and so is Fran and Mel. They showed us
how much the media has influenced us and that everyone is beautiful. Natalie
I loved everything so much. Danni we love you and Fran and Mel! An excellent
experience. Thank you so much, I would definitely recommend to it every girl in the
world!!! Hayley
Be proud of who you are, love life and your friends. Sema
I thought it would be really corny and stupid but it sooo was not! Love the Skin taught
me that I don’t have to look like some air brushed, airhead supermodel to be beautiful!
Yes, yes, yes, yes, x 100! I am beautiful, I can stand up for myself, I can be whoever I
want to be! Emma
I think it was fantastic and I can’t choose my fave part. Thank you so much, it was really
fun and I learnt so much and it will all mean so much to me. Jess
The girls who taught us were nice and I do feel happy and beautiful and strong. Sarina
I didn’t think anything could be so effective and change the way I think about myself
but it did! WE need someone to tell us that we are beautiful other than just our parents.
WE are not freaks and we are what truly matters. Michelle.
Thank you so much I say this honestly to you – you have CHANGED MY LIFE! Thank you
for dedicating your life to girls just like me. My most AWESOME day ever. Hannah
To be honest, I thought it would just be a lady rambling but you showed me I am worth
so much more no matter what people say. THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING. I absolutely
loved it and now know I am worth a million dollars. Petri

Many thanks – your girls are exceptional young women.
Dannielle.

